
USING THE MICROFOLD BRAKE

(Jack Berry)

The microfold brake is a type of rolling corrugator that can be used with sheet metal and wire. The rollers are

made of'24 pitch steel pinion wire that are hardened and anodized to prevent roiler damage and rusting, With

thin sheet metals such as 36 gauge {0.005") to 30 gauge (0.010") rolled to maximum fold depth you can expect

about 8 microfolds per inch on the exiting metbl and a shrinkage of the flat sheet to about 60% of the starting

length. These values will change with the thickness of the sheet metal because thicker metals will not be

corrugated to the same extent giving fewer folds per inch and less shrinkage.

The parts of the microfold brake: j :

L. The two rellers which are 8" lengths of 24 pitch pinion.wiie. The rollers are treated to make them harfl so they

are not easily damaged and they resist "bowing" during corrugation which would lead to uneven corrugatiori,

They are also anodized to prevent rusting. The lower roller is stationary a nd the,upper roller.height can be

adjusted to accgmmodate differing metals thicknesses,

;.;;;;;;;;;;;il" o'.n"'.rr o" r.*-"0 to a bench top inote screw hotes) or c:ctamps can be usedto

mount it to the edge of a bench.
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3, Knobs attached to the vertical set-screws are usqd to adjust the pressure on the upper roller and this adjusts

the gap between the rollers When corrugating.

4. Calibration discs are attached to the top of the set sbrews just beloiv the knobs and the roller gap is measured

with this numerical system (100 units or percent per rotatiqn); The outer sleeve of the calibration disk can rotate

independently from the set screw with a friction fit so the devise can be "zero'ed" at any time, See 'iUsing the

Calibration Discs" below

5. Below the calibfation disc is a locking nut which prevents the set screw from rotating so a

be maintained. These should be gently locked down against the top of the end blocks while

progress, ! %'l'wrench is needed for t his. Keep one handy by the brake at all times.

6. The left end block can easily be removed so a band or cylinder of metal can slide

corrugation.

7. A convenient thurnb-screw is used to remove the end block from the rollers. , ,

particular setting can

corrugation is in
;

between the rollers for



Metalt foi Corr:ueation

Corrugation works best with the softer metals and their alloys such as fine silver, Sterling silveq copper, red brass

(15% or less Zinc content), gold and its alloys. Ferrous and other hard metals such as yellow brass (high Zinc

content), nickel silver; titanium, etc should be avoided. Wires of the same soft metal content as those listed above

can also be corrugated. This is best done near the ends of the rollers (to avoid accidental roller damage in the

middle) while sheet metals should always be placed in the center of the rollers for.even corrugation across the

width of the sheet.

The thickness of the metals that can be corrugated dependC of the width of the sheet used. The thinner metals

corugate easiest and best and it is not recommended to use metals thicker than 24 gauge except when using.very

narrow strips: Thicker metals will usually require annealing and corrugating a second time (ai a tighter roller'

setting) to get a satisfactory fold depth. Even at 24 gauge it is best to sta y within widths of about 2" or less. Very

narrow strips of thicker metals (22to Zogauge) can also be corrugated with repeated annealing and corr'ugation.

Foid depths with thicker metals will never be as deep as thin metals because the greater thickness of the metal

itself prevents.thertighter meshing of the teeth of the tr,r,o.roiler!. The rollers can never get closer to each other

than the thickness of the metals.

Usins the Calibration Discs

First, makesure the brake and your sheet metal are clean and free from loose debris (see 'lMaintenance of the

Brake,,below).Unscrewthelockingnutssotheyareawayfromthetopoftheendblocks"Turntheset.screw
knobs on both end blocks clockwise until'they are ju$t snug and the rollers have nP gap between them,.You

Should not be able to turn the'roller handle now. While holding the set. screw'knob with one hand so it cannot

turn, rotate the outer sleeve on the calibration disc (it will have some friction resistance) until it reads zero (I'9").

Do this for both calibration discs. Now rotate the set-scrqwtknobs counter clockwise to the dbsired setting such as

.2S units (70) for Ua of a rotation f rom the closed position, etc. Use the /e" wrench to gently tighten the rock rluts'' ",
on each set screw being careful not to rotate the set-screw. The locking step is necessary because often the

rotating hub of the roller which contacts the bottom of the set-screw will cause the loose set screw to rotate too

which changes Ih. roller setting as you corrugate.

Testing for Even Corrugation

After locking your desired roller gap setting into position it is a good idea to test to make sure the corrugation is

even across the sheet. You can do this with some thick paper such as card stock er:pieces of manila folder so you

don't waste metal. Feed a rectangular strip (square corners easily cut with a paper cutter) about 2" wide and at

least 3t'long into the center of the rollers making sul'e the entering edge is touching the roller across its entip

width. This makes sure you are not entering the metal at an angle. Roll the paper completely through' lf the

corrugation is even the exiting papet will be shorter (shrinkage) but it stiil should be a rectangle' lf the rollers were

tighter on one side compared to the other the tighter side will corrugate the paper more deeply and that

corrugated'edge of the paper on the tiiihter side will be shorter (more shrinkage) giving a trapezoid rather than a

rectangle, lf this happens unlock the set-screw on the tight4r: side and loosen it slightly and re-lock it. Noiv you

should also re-set the "zero" on the calibration disc to the new "zero" position. Test for even corrugation again.

Roller Gan Settines

Typically a roller gap of % ro,tation of the set-screw from the closed position (25 units on the calibration disc) will
,work well for sheet metals up to about 28 gauge (0.0L0") with'widths of 3" or less. Greater'widths may require a

lar:ger roller gap, annealing, pickling, drying and a second coriugation at a smaller roller gap. Thicker metals such
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as 24 gauge (0.020"i and widths of 2" ot less will need an opening of about % rotation (50 units on the calibration

disc) to'start. After annealing, etc a second corrugation at 40 units will increase the fold depth but the folds will

never be as deep as those achieved with thinner metals. Even thicker metals (up to ZO gaug:) can be corrugated

but narrow strips are needed (!/2" or less) and multiple annealings and re-corrugations.

When multiple corrugations are done on the same sheet metal (annealing betWeen steps) the first corrugation

essentially creates a metal that behavqs as a much thicker metal for the second,corrugation (usually placed at a

different angle from the first corrugation), A second corrugation on annealed, cbrrugated thin sheet (SO to SO

rsed position (50 to 75 units on the calibration

disc). Again, several corrugations over the saire track on pnnealed sheet with decreasing of the roller gap may be

needed. Always take notes on the roller setting used so experimentation can be eliminated next time.

Maintenance & Care of the Microfold Brake

The roller$ as well as the sheet metals should'be clean before corrugating to avoid leaving unwanted marks on.the

sheet metals. Never use any wet (or even damp) metals in the brake. lf you use pickled metals you must be sure

no pickle residue remains on the sheet before corrugation. lf multiple corrugations have been used on the same

sheet the many folds and pleats can hide pickle residue so a thorough neutralizing in sodium 
!i3rbolate.t::rT"

with thorough soaking, rinsing and drying is needed. Some usdrs choose to save time and decide ngt to pickle the

annealed metal between multiple corrugations on the same sheet. This can lead to a build-up of metal oxides

between the roller grooves and will require a thorough cleaning eventually. This can be done by placing the brake

positioned on its back on top of a layer of newspapers with the handle hanging bverthe edge of the bench' Spray

an aerospl of a commercial rust pr.eventing solution on the rollers while rotating the handle so all surfaces of the

roller are exposed to the spray. Let the solution soak for 
1 few minutes and roll several layers of paper towels

through the rollers to remove the residue and solution. lf needed the process can be reRea.led wilfr,e tr_Strt

brushing of the solution soaked rollers with a coarse (loose bristle) brass brush (or old tooth br,ush) before using '

paper towels. Since the anodized surface will eventually wear in the center area where most corrugation is done it

is a good idea to brush on a coating of an all purpose light oil occasionally and remove the exqess oil by ,

corrugati ng paper toweling.

lf you happen to corrugate sheet metal at a rollet gap that is very tight the roll ers cafl leave very fine mar:ks in the

grooves of the sheet metal folds. lf this happens and you want to eliminate this you can sandwich th_e s.heet me.tal

between two layers of ordinary thin (about 20 lb) copy paper and this will cushion the metal' You will also ne6fl to

use a slightly larger roller gap to accommodate for the paper layers. This technique can also be used to avoid

marks on metal if you damage you rollers accidently such as using hard metals, wires, or dropping sharp objects

on the rollers. Deeper nicks or unwantpd grooves on you rbllers can be partially removed by polishing with a small

3MUnitizedwheelimpregnatedwithafinesiliconcarbidegrit(Toolscatalog#330-562)

/r
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: r Noter rthia HidMicrofold Brake r Notes By Cyn

MOUNTING TO THE BENCH-3 possible ways:,
1. Screw to'the corner of your bench, using the screws provided.
2. Clamp to tll.e bench using 'C'clamps.
3. Grip the mounting foot in a vise.

REMOVABLE END BLOCK.
You can make a complete cylinder, remove the end block, slide the cylinder between the
roilers, re-install the end block, and corrugate the ehtire diameter of the piece.

The microfold brake corrugates sheet metal and wire. Corrugation is also called
microfolding, because so many fbtd forming techniques ban ,be trsed with corrugated
metal. The word "brake" refers to the type of rnachinery that this tool is (cornmonly
used i'n the engineering world, but less commonly heard in the jewelry world).

The Microfold Brake is both like and unili:ke a rolling mill. Like a rolling mill, it
has two rollers that the metal is fed through by turning a crank with a han dle;. unlike.a
rolling mill, the rollers are not held in fixed position. the lower roller stJys in one place
as it rotates. Oval holes allow the upper roller to be adjusted closer or further from
the lower roller, for tighter or looser microfolding. ll

The knobs are attached to the tops of'bolts, which can be adjusted so that the ,

bottom of the bolt (inside the side blocks) affegts the distance between the two rollers.
Tulning both knobs clockwise until they can turn no further keeps the two rollers close
together for tight microfolding and/or: thin metal. Turning the knobs:counter -clockwise
loosens the boltsi and allows a: larger gap between the rollers for thicker petal and/or
more moderately wavy metal.

Basic fnstructions
. Before beginning, use an old toothbrush to clean any grit out of the rollers.
, Secure the unit to the b'ench using youl' preferr:ed: method.
: Turn both knobs to their tightest fositions by turning bach clockwise until it

,stops. Rotate the brass dial on each knob so that 0 on the knob lines up with 0
on the aluminum frame. l:. Loosen each knob by turning counter.clockwise the same amount, before
feeding a piece of metal between the rollers. For very thin metalsi such as 32
gauge, a quarter turn is usually eno ugh. The thicker the metal, and the wider it
.is, the more you will need to loosen the knobs, which widens the space between
therollers.Forthickermetals,orwidepieces,youmayneedtoloosenthe'
knobs a full 360 degree turn.

i re-corrugate it, than to damage the tool by trying to make it do too much. If
. you find yourself wor:king very hard, then the setting is too tight.

. It is usually easy to re:microfold more tightly witho ut losing the alignment.
Simply "hook'the first fold over a ridge of a roller, and then turn the handle.

. It is generally advisable to anneal, pickle, and dry the metal before cross -
corrugating.

. It can be helpful to turn, handle in reverse, and run the met al through back and
forth if it is very wide, in order to get the middle to be coirugated

. Wide metal, or thick metal may need to be annealed and run through the roller:s
rnore than one time to get the effect dgsired.

:..Ifyouareplanningtocross.corrugate'alongnarroWstrip,itworksbestto
corrugate the widest direction first, (then anneal, pickle, and dry) and then
microfoldacrossthenarrowerdireqtion;

&



Metal recommendations
Sterling silver, fine silver, copper, bronze, luOqld,.and red brass, 9:1d al.--:loJs' are

*re tvp"es-oiili"i il;;;;rk uest wi*r ihe microford brake. Be careful with stiff allovs 
,

;;;h;;y"llow brass and nickel silver '
It is generuliv uJ"itiUl" to anneal and clean the metal befor9 u.sing the-- . ,

microfold brake---rort metal corrugates easily wit[:_ut-d-u*uging the brake' .!tl,"tul
oxidesmaygettneiolrersdi*yandbetransferredtoadifferentpieeeofmetalin
subsequent use.

In general, 24 gauge is the maxi

miCrofold brake. However' if lhe
,22 gauge sheet metal can

18 gauge sheet metal can

Wire: alwaYs corrugate wire on

This allows us to use
34 to 24 gauge metal

mum thickness recommended.for.use with the

**tul is anneal€d, then usuai'ilY:

n* *i.rofolded if it is. 1" wide or less than 1" wid*.-, .. . ,

be.microfold,ed if it is 1/z" wide or narrgw €1' thal,vr'l wide.

il.*i.'oroldeaifitis1/q,,wide0rlessthan1/4,,wide.

"vt" "-t;;;;gii-O 
rnetal is structurally stronger than flat metal'

rhinn*r-irJi;, *rti.n cal save moley, resg_uii!?: i:9,]*isht'
are most recomrnended for use with the rnicrofold brake'

g.,* iiae, so as not to mar the rollers in lhe middle'

Iem:ThM othen

Ppssible solutions t

'I

:

loosen the knob
Ver'andrunitthroughagaintoeVenitout'

r-!--; t^^^^t.r A

;,-' iighi;r th; knot;n the sid* tla! is corrusating looselv, or

on th; side that is corr ugating tightly'

Possible solutions:
1 - Be sure,ffihe leading edge is trimmed squarely.

, Z -While turningin" cranti, gr'yni" ihi tetat into the rotlers witn the other hand'

so that it runs siraight and true'
, 3 _ Some peipe'riri'ar.,.ilt-r*.rps to keep a bit ofltension' on the metal, "pulling"

slightly as'it is fed into the rollers'
probtem: lne metai-is-not'Coriuqating in the middle of a wide sneet'

@, lr'

2 - Etlll€ol the metal and re'corrugate'
g - ii possible, use a thinner or nairow-er piece of metal'

Froblem:ahar" i, u littl" rark on the'edie of the roJlerthat is marring the metal'

Frobable cause: sorneone l.otffi or steel wire' or metal that

was.too thick, or tool *u, not'iiored or handl.ed carefullYi.^ 
-,^,-',- -., f.,,^,ira

H.lJ;,:i,! !.ji#", ."ffiiin'rl;;ds" 
"f 

the roller_where the nick is. My favorite

I tool forthis ffirt' 3M unitized i'n"" l, ora scotch-brite*n""1' -, - *,
!!4!!irttilills!:{}:$!t]:n:t

rtin

.ttt!:lrtr::lit

ffiuno.o"u'foruseofyourmLcrofold^bT51lljj;l:j:':L*".:-"
ffi':'ilruffiiJ n'i.r."n preiir ieiiuqiti6n' :!:ir,is;';rinP;?l:*g?l't*i*5t'e'ent
llim"ati Jn iil'irie vr eitrsriritn ;aErmrt nepetititve'l i cro

' ^' 
t n'' re sp o n s i b i I i tlr t9 u se 

2o-yt y: : :i:":,3 I!;ulsctatmeri tL 'r \e author ind manufactuier specifically disclaim
appropriate safety precaution: ' fl-,- ^- ,-t..5., ^- 5 Fac,,rr nr anv ecfivifv:;;';a!;;,;;;;;;i I;;tt*;i;'a3^.u9" ,-'-!!!'y-^1::.::',i''-::::I:,2':n'";;L;i;;;;;';':llrliiiioi *in the inlolmatiqn ryes91,':1,i: 

t!.::,?,i?,f,'":
JCyrthia Eid www.cYnthiaeid'com
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HAVE FLJN, BE CREATIVE, ANd BE SAFE!


